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Housekeeping

 Logins 
(please start this process now---it will take time!)

 Hands on work
(printed sheet with R code---why?!)

 Example data
(download the data here:  https://bit.ly/2uckP3M )

https://bit.ly/2uckP3M


“statistics”
???

1. Numbers

2. Numerical data about a subset 
proxy for the overall set

3. Quantitative methods and approaches

4. A (fantastic, fascinating!) field of study



Today focuses on two of these:
Numerical data about a subset 
as a proxy for the overall set

• Based on the concept of looking 
at a sample in order to draw 
conclusions about a population

• Focus is on probability rather 
than single measurement of an 
outcome

• This allows us to account for 
randomness and chance

Specific quantitative methods 
and approaches

• Basic descriptive statistics
• Calculating confidence intervals, 

including bootstrapping

• Hypothesis testing
• Power calculation
• Adjustments for multiple 

comparisons



some nutshells to know
parametric  ↔ non-parametric

normal ↔ non-normal

descriptive ↔ inferential

how much? ↔ whether or not?

population ↔ sample



Okay, so what’s a distribution?



http://blog.cloudera.com/blog/2015/12/common-probability-distributions-the-
data-scientists-crib-sheet/



Key aspects of distributions
• discrete or continuous level of measurement
• 4 levels of measurement

1) nominal
2) ordinal (ranked)
3) interval
4) ratio

• symmetrical or not  skew
• pointy or flat  kurtosis
• horizontal axis  set of possible outcomes
• vertical axis   probability of outcomes
• heights of lines sum to 1  (in our examples here)
• area under curve sums to 1  (ibid)



So, for the normal distribution...
• continuous interval or ratio data
• symmetrical   skew = 0
• somewhat pointy   kurtosis = 3
• horizontal axis  set of possible outcomes
• vertical axis   probability of outcomes is highest 

in the middle of the set and lowest at both extreme 
ends of the set

• area under curve sums to 1 draw a line down the 
middle and you have 0.5 of the area on either side

• many common statistical approaches rely on these 
assumptions



Got it!  So then, how often do bibliometric 
distributions meet these ‘normality’ assumptions?



Not often!!



Why not?

• lots of discrete data binary and count data
• rarely symmetrical   highly right-skewed (there is a long 

tail that stretches off to the right)
• horizontal axis  set of possible outcomes is usually things 

like citations or publications
• vertical axis   probability of these outcomes is highest at 

left end of the set and much rarer as the tail stretches off to 
the right

• area under curve sums to 1 but try to draw a line down the 
middle can you even do this?  If you could, much more 
the 0.5 of the area would be to the left of your line

• Bibliometric distributions break many assumptions of the 
normal distribution



Truly bhaa-ffling... 

What to do?



All is not lost!

 Much depends on sample size 

 We can use other distributions, such as binomial 
or poisson

 We can use non-parametric approaches



The key point is to think about your data:  

What level are they measured on? 

Do they come from a ‘known’ distribution?

What is their scale?



When might 
you use 
statistics in 
bibliometric 
work?

Topics covered today:
To describe a set of publications
To quantify uncertainty for a 

bibliometric indicator
To make comparisons, both ‘whether or 

not’ and ‘how much’
To undertake analyses using multiple 

indicators
To determine if you have enough data to 

answer the question you are asking

Topics not covered today:
To check for correlations
To estimate the likelihood or extent of 

something
To model and predict



A final comment

Always think about operationalisation before you 
think about doing statistics

It is easy to get caught up in technical statistical 
questions...

But at the end of the day, if you are using citation 
count to answer a question about collaboration, 
then you are missing the point regardless of how 
well you have employed statistical approaches



Moving on to R...



Hands on with R
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Part 1:  What is R?



R is a “language and 
environment for statistical 
computing and graphics”

https://www.r-project.org/about.html



Great things about R

• Open and freely available anyone can download

• Whole community exists around R CRAN website, good 
quality control, lots of online help

• Comprises a base and thousands of packages

• Packages are community created and make R extendable

• With R, the user is in full control

• R is programmable

• Choose R or RStudio, as you prefer



We’ll now move to RStudio...

Part 2:  Installing packages
Part 3:  Getting data in and out of R
Part 4:  Base versus package options
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